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Money-Saving Opportunities Through 
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Milagro Co-Housing Community, Tucson, Arizona
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“Do you water your plants?”

“Yes - individuals water what they feel needs 
it, mostly in hot June, but occasionally during 
the year. Monsoons are a big help in summer 
and winter plants are pretty much dormant.”



http://watershedmg.org/

Approach for mitigating ponding and scouring of pathways: 

• Scrape back the gravel and 
decomposed granite

• Create shallow basins on either 
side of path

• Use extra soil to raise the path 
and/or create swales so it sheds 
water to basins

• Resurface pathway
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A desktop audit of our HOA’s water use was completed on 
September 20. Joaquim noted we have an irrigation 
scheduling problem in that we are not following scientific 
guidelines for watering. The chart of consumption should be 
a bell curve that should be almost zero consumption in 
January, peaks in June, and zeroes out back in January. 
None of our irrigation meters show this trend. 

The issue may be resolved with smart technology (i.e. smart 
controllers that can be tied to flow sensors or meters that 
provide us with real time reads), and via communication 
with our contracted landscaper.

September 19, 2016 Landscapers notified



Yearly CCFS Consumption Across All Meters (2015 – 2021)
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Yearly CCFS Cost Across All Meters (2015 – 2021)

36%
 Reduction 

~$16,000 in savings
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Latest Metrics



HOA Common Area Maintenance Paradigm

• One property manager, many accounts 
•  Pays the bills, hosts meetings, guides actions in line with bylaws

• HOA dues pay the bills, but residents don’t easily see what they are paying for
• Community costs aggregated in an annual report
• Costs for irrigation and leaks subsequently hidden from view
• Proper oversight relies on dedicated volunteers

• Lack of oversight encourages high water use
• High water use keeps areas looking “fresh” at no cost to contractors
• Removal of ground cover and mulch compounds demand





HOA Common Area Maintenance Paradigm

• One property manager, many accounts 
•  Pays the bills, hosts meetings, guides actions in line with bylaws

• HOA dues pay the bills, but residents don’t easily see what they are paying for
• Community costs aggregated in an annual report
• Costs for irrigation and leaks subsequently hidden from view
• Proper oversight relies on dedicated volunteers

• Lack of oversight encourages high water use
• High water use keeps areas looking “fresh” at no cost to contractors
• Removal of ground cover and mulch compounds demand

• Overwatering desert natives encourages rapid growth 
• High maintenance costs justified in annual contracts



HOAs (and other managed properties) are not set up for efficiency

• Not entirely transparent
• Not accountable without significant effort
• Degenerative



Generative Strategies



At the administrative local level (HOAs, business parks), what’s next?

• Improve common area watering visibility
• Improve technology for realizing irrigation efficiency
• Improve opportunities for volunteerism
• Memorialize the change and highlight the wins
• Link conservation to lower maintenance costs
• Link conservation to higher property values



https://youtu.be/wfiZ3cgYva0?t=837
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https://tva22.maps.arcgis.com/apps/mapviewer/index.html?webmap=48066f1f539e4c2b8ac1a1f5cbe782f7
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~$1,400

143K gallons

2 months



143,000 gallons / 870 = 164

X 164
870 gallons

Homeowner (and Tucson Water) 
investment will take years to offset 
respective common area leaks and 
poor irrigation timing.



At the administrative local level (HOAs, business parks), what’s next?

• Improve common area watering visibility
• Improve technology for realizing irrigation efficiency 
• Improve opportunities for volunteerism
• Memorialize the change and highlight the wins
• Link conservation to lower maintenance costs
• Link conservation to higher property values





October: 30 minutes, 3 days a week
May: 60 minutes, 5 days a week

Timed Irrigation

No change unless request through Common Area Chair
Common Area Chair submits request to landscapers
Landscapers may not be able to address immediately
No clear guidance on when to turn back on

Wet Ground





For most agronomic crops

Less water available

More water available



https://www.hunterindustries.com/sites/default/files/om_soilclik_em.pdf

• Soils expertise
• Proper sensor placement
• Refinement over time

Effectiveness Requires



Inquiry

“I don’t believe that the sensor is doing anything at 
all and don’t have a clue where it is located didn’t 
even know there was one up there.”

“At the gatehouse, there is a soil moisture sensor installed next to the timer. Do 
we know if that soil sensor is talking to the Timer (does it work or has it ever 
been checked)? If so, does it shut a specific zone down, or do all five zones get 
interrupted? Finally, do we know where the respective sensor was installed (e.g. 
is it right under the eaves of the gatehouse, or was it extended somewhere 
else)?”

“We don’t have the zones for irrigation timers mapped.”



October: 30 minutes, 3 days a week
May: 60 minutes, 5 days a week

Timed Irrigation

No change unless request through Common Area Chair
Common Area Chair submits request to landscapers
Landscapers may not be able to address immediately
No clear guidance on when to turn back on

Wet Ground

Complicated hands-off systems are not sustainable



Based on experience and our soil type, volunteers shut the irrigation down when Agua Dulce witnesses 0.25 inches 
of rain within a 48-hour period. 

In regard to monitoring rainfall depth, https://rainlog.org/ provides publicly accessible rainfall-monitoring data for 
numerous rain gages installed within our community at no cost to the HOA. Check this link for local conditions 
maintained by an Agua Dulce resident living on Tombolo who updates rainfall totals daily: 
https://rainlog.org/data/daily/ytd/1306 .

Agua Dulce Landscape Background and Guidance
Revision 1.04





Any modifications to irrigation should be communicated to contracted landscapers as well as the 
Common Area Chair- both when timers are shut down as well as turned back on!

Based on experience and our soil type, volunteers shut the irrigation down when Agua Dulce witnesses 0.25 inches 
of rain within a 48-hour period. 

The irrigation is kept off for a minimum of three days in the summer, and one week in the winter. Reset cycles may 
be extended based on ground conditions. The cycle resets if we encounter another 0.25 inches of rain when the 
irrigation system is off.

In regard to monitoring rainfall depth, https://rainlog.org/ provides publicly accessible rainfall-monitoring data for 
numerous rain gages installed within our community at no cost to the HOA. Check this link for local conditions 
maintained by an Agua Dulce resident living on Tombolo who updates rainfall totals daily: 
https://rainlog.org/data/daily/ytd/1306 .

Agua Dulce Landscape Background and Guidance
Revision 1.04



WIP

Open Source 
Inexpensive 
Customizable

STEM
Xerocraft



At the administrative local level (HOAs, business parks), what’s next?

• Improve common area watering visibility
• Improve technology for realizing irrigation efficiency 
• Improve opportunities for volunteerism
• Memorialize the change and highlight the wins
• Link conservation to lower maintenance costs
• Link conservation to higher property values



Basins need to be maintained and mulched

Need proper spillways



Driplines need to be monitored



New opportunities for capturing stormwater



(Logo courtesy of Dunbar Springs Desert Foresters - 
used with permission)
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March 10, 2018





https://arcg.is/1WWGmb 
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Encourage improved soil (leave “smalls” in place)
Encourage shade (less frequent quality pruning vs quantity)
Maintenance costs should decrease

Maintenance costs including water ~ $5,200 / month (~$12.50 / household)







2 to 1 visits per week
Saved HOA $10.7 K / year
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https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqJ5k4cakypzc8wuAjfe8rqozbZb24tcO 













Major Takeaways

•Highlight the cost savings ($$$)

• Start by coordinating on drip irrigation timing
• Be transparent (establish a committee, volunteer recognition, procedures)
• Memorialize the change 
• Recognize your landscapers 
• Point to Agua Dulce as an example and/or for resources (Google Drive Index)

aguadulcehans@gmail.com

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rt5LUr6nwuzFvFLMt2rSwZLkthOgt7aw/ 



Thank You!
Hans Huth
Hydrologist, M.S.
aguadulcehans@gmail.com 



Q&A





Navajo Power Generating Station

24.3% of emissions result from CAP



4/22 – 4/234/21 – 4/229/20 – 4/21

Year-Year Savings:
~ 130,000 gallons
~ $800




